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60100 EZ Strip - Rinse Free Stripper
A fast acting rinse-free stripper that leaves no �lm or residue and is ideal for sensitive �oors (i.e linoleum). Use for deep cleaning and 
surface stripping of waxes, polishes and sealers prior to re-coating.
60120 Terminator - Professional Strength Floor Stripper
A powerful stripper formulated to cut through heavy �nish build up, fast. Its low-foam formula is ideal for use with automatic scrubber 
driers Use for the removal of heavy build up of �oor polish from resilient �ooring (vinyl, vinyl composition, marble, terrazzo and concrete). 
Terminator is a fact acting aggressive formulation and should only be used by knowledgeable operators.
60360 Coterseal - Semi-Permanent Floor Seal
Semi-permanent base coat that penetrates, levels and protects porous �oors such as concrete, marble, terrazzo and other porous stone 
�oors. Its also suitable for older resilient �ooring that has been subject to multi-stripping or in-proper maintenance. It will not yellow or 
discolour with age.
60350 Base - Acrylic Base Coat Seal
Seals porous terrazzo, stone and concrete �oors to enhance the appearance and e�ectiveness of �oor polish.
60355 Prima - Water-Based Wood Floor Primer Seal
A fast-drying primer seal, suitable for use on all new or newly-sanded wooden �oors, prior to the application of �oor coating.

60370 Polaris - Urethane Wood Finish
Polaris is a premium wood �oor coating with an all-urethane formulation, giving it outstanding durability, scu� protection and
slip-resistance. The low-VOC Eco-friendly formula protects and enhances wood �oors, and the long life of the coating can be further 
extended by regular maintenance. The �nish is ideally applied to �oors sealed with PRIMA, or previously �nished and prepared �oors.
60380 Focus - Low Maintenance Floor Finish
An incredibly tough �oor polish that is ideal for fast dry, fast cure, low maintenance situations. Its high performance acrylic polymers and 
tight cross-linking produce a long lasting shine that is resistant to black marking and scu�ng. Focus is suitable for non-bu�, spray-bu� 
and high-speed �oor care systems. Use on resilient �oors such as vinyl, rubber and linoleum, and on terrazzo, concrete, slate, marble 
unglazed ceramic and quarry tile �oors. Focus is particularly suitable for low maintenance / reduced labour settings such as hospital 
walkways, schools, o�ces and retail / supermarket stores etc, where high gloss with low maintenance is required.
60390 Omega - Urethane Forti�ed Floor Finish
A premium water-based polyurethane �oor �nish with superior gloss. The gloss �nish is both durable and easy to repair. Omega is 
formulated to give a non-yellowing, tough mark resistant �lm with fast drying and re-coating times. Suitable for all burnishing �oor care 
systems. Use on all resilient �oors such as vinyl, rubber and linoleum, and on terrazzo, concrete, slate, marble, unglazed ceramic and 
quarry tile �oors. Omegas durability and repair-ability make in the ideal product for use in both institutional and commercial premises, 
particularly where tra�c hot spots occur
60330 Vectra - Acrylic Emulsion Floor Finish
This incredibly tough 25% solids �oor polish is ideal for low maintenance situations. Its high performance acrylic polymers produce a 
durable, long lasting shine that resists black marking and scu�ng, Use on resilient �oors such as vinyl, rubber and linoleum, and on 
terrazzo, concrete, slate, marble, unglazed ceramic and quarry tile �oors. Vectra is excellent  for high-speed burnishing. 

60210 Citrashine - Floor Cleaner and Restorer
Formulated with natural citrus solvents to deep clean, removing heel and scu� marks. Also aids in the bu�ng process to remove scratches 
and dull spots. Citrashine contains no wax or polymers, thereby eliminating restorer build-up. Used for cleaning and restoring on all �oor 
�nishes. Can be used with mop and bucket, scrubber driers, or spray and bu� systems. When used as part of a �oor maintenance 
programme, Citrashine can signi�cantly extend the period between re-coating.
60200 Equaliser - Rinse Free Neutral Cleaner
An excellent product for cleaning all �oors. It is pH neutral and dries to leave a �lm-free surface. Suitable for use with either wet mopping 
or scrubber driers, and can be used in hard and soft water areas as the formulation is precipitate free. Use for the routine cleaning of �oors, 
and for cleaning following stripping, prior to the application of polish or seal. Equaliser contains no perfume or butyl cellosive and 
therefore can be used on �oors in food processing / handling areas. (Also available with Citrus fragrance).
60230 Puma - Heavy Duty No-Rinse Cleaner
A free-rinsing, non-dulling, low foam all purpose cleaner. Suitable for use with either wet mopping or scrubber driers, and can be used in 
both hard and soft water areas. Use for cleaning heavily soiled �nished �oors such linoleum, rubber, asphalt, synthetic, vinyl, terrazzo and 
sealed wood. Can also be used to clean any washable surface.
60240 Nutech - Low Foam Scrubber Drier Detergent
Low foam scrubber drier detergent for medium to heavy soiling areas. It is ideal for large areas; i.e warehouses �oors as its rapid grease 
cutting ensures that only one pass of the machine is normally required. The non-perfumed formulation will not cause tainting in food 
production areas.
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Wood Floor Coatings Hard & Resilient Floor Coatings

Preparation & Maintenance

High performance, low maintenance products for ANY �ooring surface

(See reverse of this lea�et for more detailed product information).

Future Proof Floor Care 
Polaris is a premium wood �oor coating with a new urethane
formulation, o�ering outstanding performance and durability.

Incredibly Polaris achieves a VOC level of under 48g/l while actually outper-
forming its less Eco-friendly competitors. It is stronger and more resilient than 
acrylic/urethane blends of its predecessors, while also over coming the 
traditional problems of the lifting of wood tannins, which can cause ugly 
stains. Polaris o�ers outstanding resistance to slips and scu�ng, and the long 
life of the coating can be further extended with high sped bu�ng equipment, 
making it the ideal covering for high impact or high footfall �oors such as 
sports halls or school corridors.

As part of a premium quality �oor system, Polaris also makes a sensible 
economic investments for businesses. Firstly, it dries fast and requires fewer 
coats to apply. Then, the ultra-durable performance of a Polaris �nished �oor 
ensures that the need for costly re-coating and
restorative treatments is dramatically reduced.

For best results, seal the wood �oor with Prima before application, and 
maintain with Equaliser and/or Citrashine

POLARIS -  Premium Urethane Wood Floor Finish
PRIMA  -     Fast Drying Primer Wood Seal

Practical & Beautiful Floors
The Anglian extended range of �oor polishes combines acrylic and urethane 
polymers to produce a truly all-�oor approach to �oor protection and display. 
Our products are designed to provide superior slip-resistance and durability on 
all surface, with options available to suit any cleaning regime.

Low maintenance �nishes provide lasting endurance in reduced labour 
environments where regular maintenance is not possible (such as schools, 
supermarkets or hospitals corridors). Hardworking and easily repairable �nishes 
like these can signi�cantly reduce labour time and costs.

For a dazzling premium �oor, tough high gloss �nishes are available to suit high 
speed bu�ng and maintenance.

Anglian �oor �nishes can be used on resilient �ooring such as vinyl, rubber and 
linoleum, and hard �oors such as terrazzo, concrete, marble and ceramic tiles.
To extend the life of any of these �oors, please note the recommendations for 
preparation and maintenance of our polishes on the label prior to application.

Fantastic �oors need the right preparation.
Always check the label for detailed instructions to get the 
best out of your �oor chemicals.
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t: 0844 324 6781   f: 0844 324 6782
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www.facebook.com/anglian.chemicals

Why do i need
Anglian Floor Care?

Durable protection
& safety for your 
�oors and your visitors

Low VOC Eco-friendly
wood �nishes, with All
urethane performance

Premium coatings last
longer and reduce the 
need for costly 
maintenance

Buy direct from the
manufacturer:
- Short lead times
- ISO9001 certi�ed
- 30 years experience
- Own label service
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